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,} The thicknel!ll!I o·f silicon A E-detectors can be measured with a ca

librated gamma-ray source Ul!ling Compton conversion /1/ for which the 
cross section is known. The spectrum produced by a 137cl!I gamma-ray 
source /662 keV/ in the Si AE-detector with a radius of 16 mm and a 
thickneee of about 500pm ii!! displayed in Fig.1. The dotted curve is 
the experimental Compton shoulder whose edge appeare at 478 keV; the 
full line repreeents the Klein-Niehina theoretical shape of the Comp
ton profile. It is eeen that the simple Klein-Nil!lhina dietribution 
does not adequately fit the measured Compton continuum region in the 
gamma-ray spectrum for an actual experimental arrangement. It should 
be noted that the theoretical distribution does not contain contribu
tione from multiple.scattered photone in a finite detector. However, 
a correction for Uompton electrons escaping through the edge of the 
detector must be introduced. Moreover, an attentive approximation of 
the mil!leing part of the spectrum due to the threl!lhold effects of elec~ 
tronics ii!! also needed. For these reneone, we have tried to fit the 
experimental energy spectra of Compton scattered electrons by the 
functi~n calculated using the Monte Carlo method. We have Ul!led the 
Monte Carlo model of scattering and absorption events of a gamma-ray 
in a finite homogeneous medium ae described in Ref./2/. 

The geometry of a real experimental arrangement considered in the 
calculation is' illustrated in Fig.2. A gamma-ray history starts by 
selecting a random initial direction e
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from an isotrop~c source 

N5 , and the flight distance ,t
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• Then Cartesian coordinatee of the 
entry point N
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,o) and the point of the first interaction are 

compu~ed. The type of interaction is determined from the comparison 
of the ratio of photoelectric and total absorption coefficients for 
initial energy B

0 
to a generated random number. If an event of the 

photoelectric origin is produced, a given gamma-ray history 18 termi
nated. For a Compton scattering event, the Klein-Nishina distribution' 
is sampled to determine t~e angle of the scattered gamma-ray and the 
history is continued. After the evaluation of the scattering angle, 
the values of photon and electron energie8, as well as the polar 
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angle of the scattered electron ant its path length, can be calculate4 
/see below/. In general, the state of the gamma-ray after n-th scatte
ring, Sn=(En,&n,Yn,xn,Yn•zn)' ia specified by .a set of quantities: 
energy E, coordinates G,'/ describing the direction of motion in a 
spherical coordinate system with the z-axia as a polar one /see Fig_.3/, 
and Cartesian coordinates x,y,z; S

0
=(E

0
,G

0
,Y,0 ,x0 ,y0 ,z0 =0) being the 

state of a photo~ entering the detector. The steps in the calculation 

of Sn+1 quantities, given Sn' are: 

1. Energy 

En 
En+1 

1- + En/m0 c2{1-coaGJ n+ 1) ' 

where m
0

c2 = 511 keV and the photon.scattering angle Wn+1 is 
sampled from the theoretical distribution. 

2. Cartesian coordinates 

xn+ 1 = xn + .fn sin Gn coa'f n 

Yn+ 1 = Yn +.tn sin &n ain'fn 

zn+1 = 2 n + ln ·cr,s ·0-n 

/1/ 

/2/ 

with flight distance ln determined from the. inverse probability 
distribution 

/.,n 
1 1 

= p, (En) ln 1-Q /3/ 

6A(_EJ and Qare the total attenuation-coefficients /3/for a gamma-
ray of energy En and a random number, respectively. 

3. Angular coordinates 

6n+, = arccos ~oa 

'fn+1 = tn + arcsin 

Sn cos"3n+1 + sin en sin"j n+i] 

G.in,1:n+i sint,Jn+/ain 6n+1 J 
/4/ 

where'.Xn+1 is the randomly- selected azimuthal scattering angle 
/see·Fig.3/ di~tributed·uniformly between 0 and 2'lt'. 

The state of a Compton electron after /n+1/-th scattering is apecifiep 
by its energy E~!1 and a.polar angle C&l~~1 with respect to the direc
tion: of motion of the gamma-ray. These quantities are given as a 

func'tlon o:t: the energy Et:_1 of tne gamma-ray ana the s·catlerlng angle 
C&J;+ 1 of the photon a{ter /n+1/-th.scattering: 
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Eel 
n+1 

aEf+ 1 (1-coawf♦ 1) 
1+a (1-coaw1;1'" 1) 

/5/ 

w~!1 = arcta{1+a)t!n(wrt/2)] • , /6/ 

where a= Ef+1/m0c2• The path length of~ scattered electron ia obtai
ned from the range, ~el' of the electron with energy Eel /in MeV/ in 
silicon / 4/: 

V) 

I 
102 

Rel= 0.1768E1•265-0.0954E el el /cm/. 
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Fig.1. Spectrum produced by the 
137ca gamma-ray source in 
the silicon AE-detector. 
The full line is the Kiein► 
Nishina distribution. 

Fig. 2. Geometry considered in the' 
" calculation. ► 

/7/ 

In the case of the path length exceeding the dimension of a cylindri-
cal detector in a given direction, the position of electron escape is 
ca~culated, and only an appropriate part of its energy is registered. 

As a result of the procedure described here, the energy spectrum 
of Compton scattered electrons corre9ted for the escape through the 
edge of the detector is obtained. It should be noted that the results 
of the calculation are only of a random character. A limit on the ac
curacy of any set of l-lonte Carlo results is a statistical uncertainty 
which can be reduced by increasing the number of histories. 

I 

Fig.4 shows the experimental spectrum fitted with the Monte Carl11 
model calculations for the 137cs gamma-ray source and the real experi.-• 
mental arrangement. As can be seen, the calculated c11rve reproduces 

_the shape of the aeasured Compton profile in a _silicon AE-detector 
about 500 )lil1 in thickneaa better than the Klein-Nishina theoretical 
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distribution. It is evident that the co=ected calculated curve can 
also pro~uce a good approximation of the missing part of the experi
mental spectrum below the electronic threshold. One can conclude that 
the calculations, employing the simple Monte Carlo model of gamma-ray 
interaction in a silicon~E-detector,provide a very reliabre spectrum 
of scattered electrons. The least-squares fit of this spectrum to an 

experimental Compton continuum,measured with a calibrated gamma-ray 
source, enables one to determine the thickness of a Si E-detector 

with a good ac~uracy. 1Y 
Fig.3. Angular representation in the ► 
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spherical coordinate frame. 
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Fig.4. Resultant fit of the experimental 
spectrum by the Monte carlo model 
curve. 
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KosMa II. EIJ-89-61 
IlpHMeHem1e MeTOAa MoHTe Kapno 
AJJH onpeAeJieHHH TOrnqHH~ AE-AeTeKTOP~ 

EhNHCJieHHH Ha OCHOBe npoCTOH MOAeJIH MOHTe Kapno B3aH
MOAeHCTBHH raMMa-KBaHTa B xpeMHHeBOM llE-AeTeKTOpe 06ecne1IH 
BaJOT 3HepreTHqecKHH cneKTp KOMnTOHOBCKHX sneKTPOHOB. 3TO 
IlO3BOJIHeT onpeAeJIHTb C BhlCOKOH ToqHOCTbID TOrnqHHy npoJieTHO-
ro KpeMHHesoro.qeTexTopa. 

Pa6oTa BbmonHeHa B Ra6opaTopHH BhlCOKHX saeprHH OIDIH. 

IlpenpHHT 06-i.eAHHeHHoro HHCTHTYTa 11Jlep1u,1x HCCJie.tlOBBHHH.Jly6na 1989 

Kozma P. EIJ-89-61 
Application of the Monte Carlo Method 
to Determine the Thickness of a AE·-Detector 

The calculations, employing the simple Monte Carlo mo
del of a gannna-ray interaction in a silicon ~E-detector, 
provide a very reliable energy spectrum of Compton scatte
red electrons. This makes it possible to determine the 
thickness of a Si ~E-detector with a good accuracy. 

The investigation has been performed at the Laboratory 
of Hig~ Energies, JINR. 
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